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After studying closure properties of this class of functions with respect to common opérations of recursive function theory we consider some elementary examples which justify the interest of this topic.
IL COMPUTING GRAMMARS AND FUNCTIONS COMPUTABLE WITH A LBNEARLY-LIMITED BUFFER-SIZE
In the sequel we shall introducé a new revriting device. where I N and I T are finite nonvoid sets representing respectively the nonterminal and the terminal alphabet, {x u ..., x k } ^ I N is the set of start symbols, h = { *i» •••>'*> #> b }> where "# " is the marker and "b" is the buffer and F is a finite set of pairs of words from (I N u I T ) + x (/^ u / T )*. In addition, we suppose that if (u, v) e F then : (i) u contains at least a nonterminal symbol; (ii) if "# " occurs in u then "# " has exactly only one occurence both in w and t;, namely in the first position of these words.
If (w, v) e F this fact will be denoted by u-+v. where the last part of the dérivation uses only rules from F. We conclude that L has the following form Taking into account that the class of context-sensitive languages is closed under linear erasing [4] it follows that H (L) is a context-sensitive language.
HL CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF THE CLASS OF FUNCTIONS COMPUTABLE BY LENGTH-INCREASING cgs
This part of the paper contains a study of closure properties of functions computable by length-increasing cgs.
We shall recall first the définitions of several well known opérations on functions. The opérations of composition, combination, exponentiation and recursion are not independent. For instance, it is possible to prove [2] that each function defined by exponentiation starting from a primitive recursive function can also be defined by primitive recursion from primitive recursive functions. In this proof the projections are inherently involved. Since these functions are obviously non-computable by a length-increasing computing grammar, it is useful to study closure properties of the set of functions with respect to the whole set of opérations.
The strategy of our approach is the following. In the next four theorems prove closure properties of the class of functions computable by cgs.
After establishing évaluations for the buffer size of the computed functions we obtain in the corollaries, closure properties of the class of LLBS functions. 
Mfy/(n) = Mf(n)
hence it is possible to obtain the foliowing évaluation :
(n)) || +c r || ƒ (n) || ^ c ff |j g(/(n)) || where ƒ (n) £ Q g u g and n ^ gy. These restriction can be summarized asking n $ Q f u ƒ "* (ô 0 u g) and, since this last set is finite it follows gofeLLBS. Hence, the fonction ƒ xg is computed by the eg K fxg and we have M^/((n, q)) = M*'(n) + M**(q).
COROLLARY 2: The combination of any two functions from LLBS is again in LLBS.
Proof: Let ƒ g e LLBS, where Mff (n) ^ c f || ƒ (n) || for n G N£\Q f and M£ s (q) ^ c 5 || g (q) || for q G A^^\ö ff . Taking into account (1) it is possible to obtain the following évaluation:
x yi(n 9 q)) = M^(n) + M^(q) ^ c f \\ ƒ (n xg(n, q)||, for n$ Q f \j Q g9 hence ƒ x ge LLBS. (ii) z; x k+1 -> x fc+1 xj, 1 ^7 é fc;
Since F consists only from length-increasing rules so FvF x does, hence K # is indeed a length-increasing eg. Now, we obtain in K # the following dérivation : Here ^ is the set of supplementary nonterminal smbols, F' g is obtained from F g by replacing each symbol ij by y j9 1 ^ j ^ / and each occurence of "# ** with a new symbol v and F 5 is the set of supplementary rules. The sets I NS and F s will be specified in the sequel.
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Let us dénote ƒ (n,/?) = (qv 9 ..., #£). The activity of the cg K starts from the word x 1^ ... x** x£ +l . We shall exhibit the rules which allow the dérivation:
Namely, for the beginning we shall include in F s the foliowing sets of rules: Indicating by subscripts the rules which were used we have the dérivation : 
